
FEATURES

Length

Curtain Weight

TRACK LOAD

EXPLODED VIEW

ligent curtain motor for every common home

Manual Operation: When powered on, the curtain could be pull by hand with 10cm. Then the curtain open or close automatically

Manual operation without power: Without power, the curtain could be controlled by hand

Intermediate position: motor could have a intermediate position which is between close and open position

Automatical position: motor could remember the close and open position, users do not need to reset.

Multi-control: users can choose different ways to control, such as emitter or swtich.

Freely assembling: DIY design and customized tracks.

High

Technology
Large Load Assembled

Fast
Silent Smooth

Running
Radio

Control Operation
Manual

Curtain Motor

Cuitain Motor

Center  
Opening

Carrier RunnersCeiling 
Bracket 

Belt Hook Subsidiary 
Opening

Track

Motor Type Rated Torque  Load  Dimension  Nominal Voltage
 Nominal 

Consumption IP

MOTOR PARAMETER

＜40KG1.0NM 64*64*320mmBCM200D AC110-230V 40W Ip20
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curtain motor makes you easy life

USER MANUAL
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NOTE: through tightening the screws, users can adjust 

            the gap of two tracks. No gap, no  dislocation. 

GAPCLOSED DISLOCATION

Three sections as an example

Tracks

Put the tracks and connections on flat ground

Push the tracks into the connections.

Let the tracks closed in the connection,

then tighten the screws through Allen wrench. 

Connections

Allen wrench

Track Installation Steps
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Short press
setting key

Short press
setting key

Press the arrow
key to delete
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Short press STOP 
within 3 times quicklyolide
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BCM200D

Power cord
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Warranty card

*User profiles  

*The warranty

The user name                                                  gender                                      age

Correspondence address 

date         month                   year  

Buy time and location

The purchase price                                                    Sales order

Name and specification                                             The fuselage serial number

Signature of distributor                                              The user signature

With the warranty

Please keep the reservation

Within three months from the date of goods sold, such as performance failures occur, the 

commodity itself and the outer packing must be kept intact, no scratch, can replace the same 

type of products, (subject to inspection), but not including artificial damage.

The goods are guaranteed for three years from the date of sale, and the accessories are not 

covered by the warranty.

The warranty service is only valid under normal use.

All personal damage, self-disassembly, unsealing, improper use, etc. are not covered by 

warranty.

The warranty shall be provided for this card, which fails to provide the card or the personal copy 

of this card, and the company shall have the right to handle the warranty.

Contact number postcode
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